
SKYHOUSE

Camelot

Bellfl ower

Prisma

Tulip

• Close to nature
• Responsible in dealing with resources
• Environmentally friendly densifi cation in metropolitan areas
• Minimal soil sealing
• Hybrid self-suffi cient in water and energy supply
• Safe against earthquakes, fl ooding, storms and burglaries
• Intelligent energy, supply and disposal management
• Consistently networked communication system
• Brilliant security system
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SELF-SUFFICIENT.
SUSTAINABLE.
IN HARMONY WITH NATURE. 
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1. Description of the concept 

Concept:
With its unmistakable appearance, SKYHOUSE combines intelligent use of the latest technolo-
gies, responsible use of the earth‘s resources and living at the highest level: safe against earth-
quakes, flooding and storms as well as hybrid self-sufficient in water and energy supply. To this 
end, it is equipped with intelligent energy, supply and disposal management and a fully net-
worked communication system. All the technology is in the Calyx (the technical level level 99 
between the “trunk” and the add-on module. The add-on models (Tulip, Bellflower, Camelot 
and Prisma) are individually configurable and interchangeable via helicopter transport). In ad-
dition to the Prisma model, SKYHOUSE relies on standardized series production.

Bellflower CamelotTulip Prisma

Models:
SKYHOUSE models are available as solitary in developed urban locations, as solitary in 
remote, near-natural locations or as a cluster for densification. The models Tulip, Bellflower 
and Prisma stand out from the model in terms of their design and purpose
Camelot, which is primarily designed for post-compaction.
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Variant 1: Solitary in near-natural and remote locations
The SKYHOUSE is independent and does not have to be connected to public supply and 
disposal facilities. The SKYHOUSE is available with or without a ground station. It consists of 
an area for storing bicycles etc. at the foot of the escape stairs and a leaf-shaped roof.

The remaining outsourced infrastructure is also located there.
The leaf-shaped roof of the ground station can alternatively be designed as a green roof or 
as a solar fi lling station for electric vehicles with photovoltaics.
The leaf of the ground station roofs the access to the Sky Lift and forms a weather-protec-
ted entrance area for the bottom stop of the lift.
Visitors make themselves known through the SKYHOUSE input signal and can communicate 
with the residents via intercom, camera and monitor. The user interface for this technology 
is in the wall of the enclosed area of   the ground station
integrated. The SKYHOUSE resident desires a visit, allowing him access.

A skyhouse in a remote natural area works similarly to a smart mountain hut: the personal 
mailbox in the sky station provides information via smartphone as soon as letters or parcels 
are received. In a SKYHOUSE, waste is shredded and compacted in order to reduce the 
volume of the waste to be stored or the recyclable materials and to increase the intervals 
for removal. The garbage is packed odor-tight until it is transported away on level 99 (Calyx).



Variant 2: Solitary in developed urban locations
If a SKYHOUSE is created as a hybrid in developed urban locations, the existing infrastructure 
(municipal supply and disposal, paths and roads, ...) is also used.
In the urban environment, the leaf of the ground station functions as a carport with space for 
two vehicles and as a roof for the entrance area and storage room, in which bicycles, prams, 
garbage cans, etc. are accommodated.
At urban locations, the letter box is integrated in the wall of the enclosed area of   the ground 
station together with the sockets of the solar filling station and the user interface for the tech-
nology of the input signal, intercom, camera and monitor and is therefore located directly at 
the SKYHOUSE. 

Variant 3: SKYHOUSE cluster
There is also the possibility of reaching several SKYHOUSES as a cluster. This variant is parti-
cularly suitable for either urban densification (Camelot) or z. B. to build a hotel, a holiday 
complex or a business center.

Whether as a marina, in the city or off the beaten track. There are no limits to the possibili-
ties of the variations. Intelligently networked at all times. SKYHOUSE.
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WORK AND
REPRESENT ON
LATEST LEVEL.



2. Visualizations

Model Tulip M, L and LT

The SKYHOUSE model Tulip is the sun-worshiper among the SKYHOUSE models. Over a roof 
area of   up to 135 m2, the roof above you can open - just like the flowers of the epony-
mous flower - and you only have clear sky above you. The SKYHOUSE model Tulip is avai-
lable in three sizes: M, L and LT. The exact dimensions can be found in the characteristic 
data catalog. Tulip has two versions of the convertible roof function (Flower and Butterfly) 
and a roof terrace. Tulip works with or without a ground station.
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HERE COMES
THE SUN.





Model Tulip M
Section
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YOUR HIGH STANDARD EASILY 
EXCEEDS THE AVERAGE



Model Tulip M
Level

YOU WILL LIVE, 
LIVE AND WORK 
AT HIGH LEVEL



Model Tulip M
Envelope
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Model Tulip L
Section
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THE LIVING EXPERIENCE IN A SKY-
HOUSE IS INDESCRIBABLE. 
HOW IT IS BUILT UP, YOU CAN SEE HERE:



Model Tulip L
Level

VIEWS WITH A PERSPECTIVE OF 360°



Model Tulip L
Envelope
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Model Tulip LT
Section
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DO YOU LOVE THE FEELING OF AN OPEN 
LIVING ECPERIENCE?



Model Tulip LT
Level

IN CASE YOU LOVE CONVERTABLES...



Model Tulip LT
Envelope
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2. Visualizations

Model Bellflower

The SKYHOUSE model Bellflower is the most spacious of all models. The bellflower was the 
inspiration for the shape of this type - this means that the largest living level is set on the lowest 
level, which makes it the most attractive model for families, hotels and offices.
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TROPICAL LIVING DREAMS.
REALITY.





Model Bellfl ower L
Section
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IDEAS ARE THE ORIGIN 
OF NEW HABITATS.



Model Bellfl ower L
Level

YOU CAN´T PLAN FEELINGS. 
BUT SPACES, THAT INSPIRE THEM.



Model Bellfl ower L
Envelope
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Model Bellfl ower LT
Section
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SAFE FROM ENVIRONMENTAL 
HAZARDS AT ALL LEVELS.



Model Bellfl ower LT
Level

HOLIDAYS IN ENTIRELY 
NEW DIMENSIONS.



Modell Bellfl ower LT
Envelope
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2. Visualizations - further data in progress (ETA 01/2022)

Model Prisma

The SKYHOUSE model Prisma is the most exclusive model from SKYHOUSE. In contrast to the 
four other models, it is not produced in a standardized series production, but each copy is 
made to measure according to personal wishes as a one-off.
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PURE LUXURY.
NO MATTER WHERE.



A BRILLIANT IN ALL AREAS.



2. Visualizations

Model Camelot

Camelot is the cubic type of the SKYHOUSE family. Every Camelot has a roof terrace. It is 
the urban type that allows interesting networking structures due to its shape and thus of-
fers unconventional densification options.
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URBAN LIVING.
NEWLY DEFINED.





Model Camelot S1
Level
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CITY DEVELOPMENT IN 
NEW DIMENSIONS



Model Camelot S2
Level

CITY DEVELOPMENT IN 
NEW DIMENSIONS



Model Camelot 
Volume
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3. Contact:

Oberföhringer Straße 123
81925 München

Telephone:  +49 (89) 95 10 23
Mobile: +49 174 205 74 70
Fax:  +49 (89) 95 79 15 8

Executive Director: Daniel Paparella
Company Headquarters: Munich
Munich District Court: HRA 249227

This brochure and its contents are only intended for your use and may contain legally protected or confi dential infor-
mation. If you are neither the intended recipient, nor are you entitled to delivery to them, any distribution, reproduction 
or other use of this brochure or its contents is prohibited. If you have received this brochure by mistake, please notify the 
sender immediately and return the brochure. Furthermore, the content is defi nitely confi dential, even if the addressee 
is the correct one. This means that the content may only be passed on to third parties with the express consent of the 
Alliance SCC. These have to be named beforehand.

Copyright © Alliance SCC



LIVING ABOVE.


